Preliminary Program Information

2014 Polanyi Society Annual Meeting

This year’s annual meeting, November 21 and 22 in San Diego, will feature a presentation by the eminent Canadian philosopher Charles Taylor and a variety of responses connecting the thought of Taylor and Polanyi. The following is a listing of papers to be presented at the three sessions we are requesting of the AAR. More specific details (including rooms plus full titles and respondents for Friday afternoon) will be provided in the next issue of *TAD*.

**Friday, Nov. 21 (4:00 to 6:00 pm requested)**

*Richard Haney,* paper on Taylor’s social imaginary and Polanyian frameworks

*Matthew Sandwisch,* paper on moral practices in Polanyi, Taylor, and MacIntyre

*Josée Boldoc,* “Disclosing the Unspoken as a Locus of Meaning: Taylor and Polanyi on the Political Role of the Tacit”

*David Stewart,* “Elements of an Enchanted Naturalism: Towards a Postmetaphysical Christian Theology from Polanyi to Hegel”

**Saturday, Nov. 22 (9:00 to 11:30 am requested)**

*Charles Taylor* speaking on tacit knowing in its relation to social theory

*David Rutledge, Andrew Grosso, Phil Mullins* responding

**Saturday, Nov. 22 (7:00 to 9:00 pm requested)**

*Charles Lowney,* “The Emergence of Authenticity”

*Jon Fennell,* “Polanyi’s ‘Sense-Giving’ and the Advent of the Secular Age”

*Diane Yeager,* “Taylor and Polanyi on Moral Sources and Social Systems”